N EW PU RC H AS ES FR OM TH E A NA
We’ve just returned from the big, annual summer show of the
American Numismatic Association held in Philadelphia this
year. We have lots of new coins available so look this mailer
and next few publications over closely.
As we go to press, spot gold is $1610.00,
spot silver is $27.75; platinum is $1,385.00
The platinum spread is at an all-time high!

2012 SILVER EAGLE

Superb Brilliant Uncirculated
Now is the time to “lock-in” your pricing for
these super-popular coins.

Each ....................................... $33.75
20 Coins .............................. $673.00
100 Coins .......................... $3,360.00
200 Coins .......................... $6,710.00
500 Coins ........................ $16,750.00
Prices are subject to market changes.

1864
SMALL MOTTO
2-CENT PIECE

Add a scarce NO MOTTO two-cent piece to your
holding.
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--116 Poinsett Highway
Greenville,SC 29609
800-922-2441
864-239-0209
24 hour fax 864-242-4829
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2012
GOLD EAGLES
Basis: $1,610.00

One Ounce ....................... $1,720.00
Half Ounce .......................... $915.00
Quarter Ounce ................... $470.00
Tenth Ounce ....................... $197.00
All Four Issues ................. $3,306.00
All Pricing is Subject To Change

1849 CLOSED WREATH
NO “L”
ONE DOLLAR GOLD
High Quality Coins!

Fine ................................. $339.00
XF-AU ............................ $699.00
Brown Uncirculated ... $1,295.00

The 1849 closed wreath one dollar gold coins are
a variety without the designer’s initial “L” on the
truncation of Liberty’s neck. Only 1,000 were
minted—this is a VERY SCARCE COIN!

About Uncirculated

About Good

1844-O
$5 LIBERTY GOLD

62900

XF-AU ............................ $888.00
Brilliant Uncirculated ... $1,095.00

1877
INDIAN CENTS

39900

Early “O”-mint gold is rather elusive. An old
light cleaning saves you about $200!

These key-date Indians have seen better days
but they’ll fill that gaping hole in your set.

5-DIFFERENT
MINTMARKED MERCURIES
FROM THE 1930S

EARLY ‘S’-MINT
QUARTERS OF THE 1940S

$

8800

Receive five different D and S Mercury Dimes
all from the 1930s. These are all a good bit
scarcer than current prices seem to indicate.

$

per group

REJECTO
CARSON CITY
MORGAN DOLLARS

69

These CC Morgans have a bit too much wear
or have slight problems. At our price, they
should be an excellent value.

$

95
each

4 Different ..................... $275.00

$

Premium Quality BU

8
5 of each ............................ $41.95

We unearthed a hoard of these scarce “S’-mint
quarters most likely to put back during World
War II. We offer them at a special price.

$ 88
each

10 of each .......................... $79.95

1902-S & 1903-S
MORGAN DOLLARS

Nice Very Good or Better
• SCARCE DATES
• EVEN WEAR

1902-S ............................... $99.00
1903-S ............................... $95.00

Both Coins ..................... $188.00

1805
BUST RIGHT DIME

BUST DOLLARS

Very Good or Better

99900

Add a handsome bust dollar to your holdings
and save!

only $

4 Berries
Fine to Very Fine

Nice Fine to Very Fine example with even wear

$

face saves you around $500!

1901
MORGAN DOLLARS

1793
HALF CENT

Premium Quality BU

Very Fine

Own a first-year-of-issue half cent. A very
light corrosion— as often seen on this coin
saves you over $5,000!

$

5,99900

1795
FLOWING HAIR
BUST HALF

3,79500

This first type bust half shows virtually no

$

marks, just a little even wear.

1887
6-COIN PROOF SET

Premium Quality Proof

Only 710 of these sets could possibly be put
together the day they were minted. It’s doubtful a handful exist today. This proof set features a cent, nickel, dime, quarter, half and
silver dollar all dated 1887. This set sells for
less than a 1936 proof set that has a mintage
of 3,837 and the 1936 proof set doesn’t have
a silver dollar! What an incredible value this
early proof set is!

$

5,995
1923-S

00

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTER
WITH FULL HEAD
Premium Quality BU

2,99900

This scarce date standing Liberty quarter
shows a sharp full strike and a pleasing rose
toning.

$

88800

and natural colors. A few chatter marks on the

Here’s the scarcest Philadelphia mint Morgan

69900

dollar. Add one of these beauties to your set

$

today!

each

1868
5-CENT PATTERN
J-624
Very Fine

99900

This unusual pattern 5-cent coin is about the
cheapest you are apt to find. Start a collection today!

$

1967
MULTI-STRIKE

CANADIAN GOOSE DOLLAR
This multi-strike Canadian Goose dollar is quite

99900

something to behold!

$

1858
INDIAN CENT PATTERN
J-212

2,49500

This nice red and brown pattern would look
great with your holdings.

$

1916

STANDING LIBERTY QUARTER
Very Fine

This key-date standing Liberty quarter
sports a mintage of only 52,000! The coin
shows a very sharp full state, unusually
strong for a coin of this grade. An old
cleaning saves you $3,000!

$

5,59900

1797
BUST HALF DIME
15 STARS

1,99900

This early half dime has been bent and
straightened. This slight damage saves you
at least $1,000!

$

$21⁄2 INDIAN
GOLD COINS

~ Brilliant Uncirculated ~

27900

Put away excellent coins and save at our
terrific prices. Call today. Subject to market.

$

each

3 Coins ..................... $829.00

10 Coins ............... $2,749.00

O-MINT
TYPE ONE
GOLD DOLLARS

Choose Your Grade!
These New Orleans mint gold dollars seem
like a great value at only a few dollars over
Philadelphia minted coins.

XF-AU.......................... $229.00
Select BU...................... $288.00

COPPER-NICKEL
INDIAN HEAD CENTS
Premium Quality BU

These terrific subset of Indian cents is a
complete collection in and of itself. Call
Today!

1859 .......... $199.50 1862 ........... $89.50
1860 .......... $169.50 1863 ......... $69.50
1861 ......... $199.50 1864 ........ $179.50

All Six Coins ....................... $869.00

SHIELD NICKELS
WITH RAYS

We offer full strike, lustrous beauties!

1866 ................................... $269.00
1867 ................................... $299.00

Both Dates ........................ $559.00

1799
BUST DOLLAR
Extremely Fine to
About Uncirculated

1,99900

This coin shows virtually no marks and lots
of luster. A counterstamp in the obverse

$

field saves you around $4,000.

1848
SEATED DOLLAR

1,79500

Only 15,000 of these were minted. Buy this
richly detailed and classic beauty today!

$

CALL TO RESERVE

1909-S VDB
LINCOLN CENTS

Buy the king! This is probably the most
popular U.S. coin of any denomination. All
grades are on special!

Fine ................................ $949.00
VF-XF......................... $1,149.00
XF-AU ....................... $1,295.00
Borderline Unc. ........ $1,395.00
PQBU ........................ $1,649.00

1893-CC
MORGAN DOLLARS
Choose Your Grade!

We offer this key-date Morgan in a variety of
grades.

Very Good .................. $229.00
Very Fine/XF .............. $695.00
XF-AU ..................... $1,295.00
Borderline Unc. ...... $1,795.00
PQBU ....................... $2,995.00

BARBER DIMES

EARLY ‘D’-MINT
BUFFALO NICKELS

~ Flashy Luster & Bold Strikes ~

Add these early ‘D’-mint Buffalo nickels to
your collection and save at our great prices.

We have quite a terrific run of moderately
priced Barber dimes to offer. Start a collection today! Dates are of our choice.

Premium Quality BU

1916-D ............................... $149.00
1917-D ............................... $299.00
1918-D ............................... $399.00
1919-D ............................... $459.00
1920-D ............................... $399.00

SCARCE ‘S’-MINT
PEACE DOLLARS

Borderline Uncirculated

Borderline Unc. ................. $44.00
3 Different ........................ $129.00

Premium Quality BU ........ $95.00
3 Different ........................ $282.00

BARBER QUARTERS
SUPERIOR COINS
Premium Quality BU

15900

Bold strikes at great prices!

Start a collection of these popular type coins
with this very favorable pricing.

1925-S ........................ $59.00

3 Different Dates ........... $465.00

1924-S ........................ $99.00

$

each

Both .......................... $149.00

6 Different Dates ........... $925.00

Superb Brilliant Proof

Extremely Fine to AU

40-COIN PROOF
JEFFERSON NICKEL ROLLS

These terrific rolls contain a nice mixture of
Philadelphia and San Francisco Proof
nickels. Each roll will contain at least 10
different dates (1960 to date).

$

2495

INDIAN CENTS
FROM THE 1880S

Brilliant Uncirculated

4495

We’ll pick our choice of dates at a great price.

each

3 Different ................... $129.00

SACAGAWEA DOLLARS
Superb Proof

8800

Get 25 coin rolls of these proof Sacagawea dollars at a really cheap price. Each roll will have
a good mix of dates.

$

per roll

3 Rolls .......................... $255.00
10 Rolls ........................ $795.00

39900

This is the only dollar denominated early
commemorative. We offer it at a special price.

$

per roll (40 coins)

5 Rolls (200 Coins) .......... $119.50

$

1900
LAFAYETTE DOLLARS

each

1917
ONE DOLLAR
LEGAL TENDER NOTES
Fine or Better

These 1917 series legal tender notes have a
portrait of Washington and an interesting
vignette of Christopher Columbus entitled
“Columbus Discovery of Land”.

only $

9999

each

$5 RED & BLUE SEAL
SILVER CERTIFICATES
00

Fine or So

8

Mix and match! Receive your choice of
these Red and Blue Seal series notes at a reasonable cost.

$ 95
per note

Both Notes ......................... $17.50
10 (any mix).......................... $87.00
20 (any mix)........................ $169.95

